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Address PEC Group
L Rudenko Str. 6 a of 622 
02098 Kiev

Country Ukraine

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Offered products
 
1. Electrically heated glazed windows
As a key element of modern buildings energy conservation and energy effectiveness
Contemporary translucent constructions – an integral and most significant part of of architectural ensembles of our time. From one year to the
constructive technology solutions become more varied, striking more and more bold and original ideas. From the of modern translucent structure,
whether a facade element or window,the user requires not only comfort and ergonomics, but also enhanced functionality.
 
Heating  ex 20 to 50° -  150-420 w/m2
 
Comfort  20-25° -    75-150 w/m2
 
specific application
• thawing snow on glass roofs, on the glass, the bridge, the vehicle cab, heating terraces, conservatories, greenhouses with a temperature difference
of 70 ° C 300-420 w/m2

facade,
New windows,
visors,
partitions,
Gender,
ceiling,
tables,
dryers,
radiators,
convectors
battery
aquarium
furniture
Cooking Heaters
Cooking surface
All glass is heated.

2. Double-glazed units with higher stiffness
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